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Principal’s Report
Dear Parents and Caregivers,

NOVEMBER
18 PREP NIGHT OF
ADVENTURE
18 SCHOOL
COUNCIL 6.00PM
19 GRACE COLOUR
RUN
24-26 GRADE 3/4
CAMP
29 GRADE 56 FIRST
AID
30 CRAZY HAIR DAY

DECEMBER
7 STATEWIDE
TRANSITION DAY
14 GRADE 6
GRADUATION
15 WHOLE SCHOOL
EXCURSION
16 STEP UP DAY

We are over halfway through the term and our calendar is filling with special events and activities for
the final weeks of the year. It has been wonderful to have our students back onsite as we slowly
return to more of the usual school days and activities.
The new DET guidelines have allowed us to recommence with some of our regular activities following
safe protocols. My thanks to all families for your ongoing vigilance with regards to following our
COVID Safe protocols as the health of our entire school community continues to be our priority.
Staffing and Grade Structure for 2022: Currently for next year we have 235 enrolments and will have
10 classes. We have finalised our grade structure and staffing for next year. Three of our current staff
members, Katie Linton, Caitlin Twomey and Kara Burslem will be taking leave from the school in
2022.
I am extremely delighted to announce that we have recently appointed Sarah Mayo and Ebony
Nicholls as graduate teachers to the school and Jayme-Lee Griffin to the Performing Arts role. All
three teachers come highly recommended and are very excited about joining our team at Yinnar.
Our teaching staff and grade structure for 2022 is:
Prep

Jess Hoskin

P/1

Gregoria Castello

1/2

Kate Try

1/2

Ebony Nicholls

2/3

Sarah Mayo

2/3

Isabella Nocera

4/5

Amy Dyke

4/5

Shari Grunberg

5/6

Teika Munckton

5/6

Hayley Coffin

Art & Physical Education

Charlie Twomey

Performing Arts

Jayme-Lee Griffin

Environmental Studies

Sheena Peters

Graduate Mentor/Tutor Learning Leader

Nicole Gill

Kinder transition: Our 2022 Prep teachers have visited the Kinder and have found it ideal in getting
to know the students in their current context. The teachers said that this has given them time to
engage with the students on a more relaxed level before they attend the school setting. We have 2
transition days coming up towards the end of November and then the State-wide Transition day on
Tuesday 7th December. The DET COVID safe requirements will be adhered to, ensuring these students
do not mix with any other students from our school and extra cleaning will be undertaken before and
after the group attends. Kinder parents will unfortunately not be able to attend on site. However, the
Prep 2022 teachers will chat with them at the Village Green when they drop off and pick up their
child.
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Year 6-7 Transition: Our secondary school transition sessions have also been disrupted due to the COVID guidelines. Mirboo
North SC held an introductory virtual meeting for our students which answered lots of questions they had about next year.
Kurnai SC plan to run a similar session within the next couple of weeks. The Grade 6 students will also get an opportunity,
much like the Kinder students, to attend onsite their future Secondary school, on State- wide transition day.
Prep-2 Adventure Evenings: This year the P-2 teaching team decided that due to the large number of students in their team
and keeping COVID safe, to have two separate Adventure Evenings. The 1/2 event was a huge success with students enjoying
dinner at school, a town walk, a disco and a fun day back at school the next day. The Prep evening is taking place tonight and I
am sure we will have some very excited preps. I am very grateful to our extremely busy teachers (in the midst of report
writing) who made this possible.
Student Leadership: We are well underway with the process of determining new student leaders for 2022. We have been
delighted with the high-quality applications and the large number of students applying for all of the positions. Teachers offered
lunchtime workshops to assist and teach application writing skills and these sessions were also well received. The students in
leadership positions this year sought some changes based on their experiences. The current group of leaders decided to alter
the process to eliminate the interview stage for some positions. We have made these changes based on their input.
Yinnar’s Got Talent: Our school leaders Cooper, Zara, Gracie and Levi have been busy with this year’s Yinnar’s Got Talent.
The leaders have had to contend with the added complexity of holding the event during COVID-19 restrictions. I am very
impressed by their organisational skills and their commitment to give up their recess and lunchtimes to run this fun event.
I am equally impressed by the contestants- those children willing to step out of their comfort zones to perform in front of their
peers. The contestants are displaying their growth mindsets as they willingly receive and act upon feedback given by the
student judges in order to improve their next performance.
The Village Green: The new turf area at the front of the school looks fabulous and has been very well received by the students.
This area is designed to be a quiet, chillout zone, a place for students to sit and relax or to get away from the noisy playground.
We are patiently waiting for some new outdoor furniture (park tables and cushions) to complete the project.
Annual Implementation Plan Review: The leadership team met with Kevin Mealing to reflect and discuss the school’s AIP for
2021. This year all schools had 3 priority areas- (1) Learning catch up and extension, (2) Happy, active and healthy kids and (3)
Connected schools.
We have met many of our annual improvement targets, especially in the implementation of Digital Technology, which we
achieved well and above what we had set out to do. Remote learning provided an excellent impetus for this change and
improvement.
Our major improvement focus was to strengthen and deepen teacher pedagogical content knowledge in mathematics
(including proficiencies). Although making growth in this area, unfortunately, we did lose some momentum with our numeracy
focus. We will be turning our attention once again to Numeracy improvement in 2022 as our major focus.
Literacy has also been a minor focus for improvement. The plan was for teachers to research and learn more about
evidence-based approaches to the teaching of writing. However, we discovered the need to continue to embed the changes
we have made to the teaching and learning of reading and therefore writing will be a priority for 2022.
I’d like to acknowledge the leadership of this year’s improvement areas by Isabella, Jess, Shari and Nicole. They are always well
prepared, informed and were able to lead improvement practices despite the impact of COVID and remote learning.
Kind Regards,

Christine

We are very excited to have a new outdoor learning space which has just had artificial turf put down. The
students are very excited to see this drab space turned into a vibrant and fun area. Today Miss N and 1/2’s used
this space for their learning. Everyone is enjoying the look and the feel of our new turf. Some students were
courteous enough to even take their shoes off when playing on it this morning. This is not something that we
recommend as wet socks will ensure! We have further exciting plans for Gumnut Village so watch this space!
Here are some photos of our students enjoying the new grassy area.

How cool are our new GRACE Buckets in the stadium?
Thanks so much to Young Signs for their generous donation
of for our new GRACE wall art that will form our new GRACE
reward program that we will introduce in 2022. They have
certainly brightened up our stadium and look fantastic..
THANK YOU—Young Signs

First we went to the bus at the gate. Josie was my bus partner.
Next when we got to the duck pond we split into four groups.
Then we went to the Aboriginal Trail. We saw six pictures and on the other side was the story.
Finally we went to see photos on a wall and went to the park. Most of the time I went on the spinner
and on it you spin up and down. We had lunch there to. Miss N’s mum came and gave us SUPER
DOOPERS. We had five minutes to eat them and then we went to the bus.
Penny

Dominic

Jude

Eli

Harper

Bonnie
Izzy
Azalia
Ebony
Liam
Leah
Will
Ollie
Harry
Pippa
River
Fletcher

